Cost effectiveness evaluation of Medicines Reconciliation
(MR) by a highly specialist pharmacist within 4 hours
of patient attendance to the Emergency Department (ED)
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Introduction

Results

! The NHS Constitution states that 95% ED attendees
in England must be treated and admitted or
discharged within four hours; it has been
suggested by HEE that inclusion of a pharmacist
within the ED may be beneficial to achieve this
target according to the national emergency
pharmacy pilot.

! 35 patients were included. The average pharmacist
MR and intervention time was 14 minutes per
patient and the increased cost to the Trust of
employing a highly specialist pharmacist in the ED,
2
as identified by Curtis and Burns is also shown in
Table 1. Net hourly saving, through error avoidance
established by Gallagher et al, of implementing an
ED pharmacist is £582 per hour1.

Aims / Objectives
! The aim was to quantify the cost effectiveness of
utilising a highly specialist pharmacist to complete
MR in the ED to assist in achieving the ED four-hour
standard.
! Our objective was to determine the benefit from
the pharmacist performing MRs prior to clerking by
the general medical team, compared to no early
pharmacist intervention.

Table 1. Summary of cost calculation and ED pharmacist
activity.
Summary of findings

Average

Range

Number of pharmacist interventions per patient

1.1

0-4

Pharmacist time for MR including interventions per patient
(mins)

14

4-29

Cost evaluation calculation

£/hour

Cost increase of 8a pharmacist MR rather than FY2 doctor2
Total potential saving due to error avoidance

1

Net saving of implementing ED pharmacist

£12
£594
£582

Conclusions / Discussion
Research Design & Methodology
! A single pharmacist collected data on two days in
ED Resuscitation and Majors, 10am - 6pm,
representing varying ED pressures.
! Adult patients referred to general medicine within
4 hours following attendance were included. MR
was carried out for each patient and anonymised
information recorded. Ethical approval was not
required as MR is part of the Trust's admission
process, patients were approached in the usual
way.
! Time saved was calculated as pharmacist time to
complete MR and interventions; cost saved was
calculated as difference in hourly cost to the Trust
of a band 8a pharmacist versus a FY2 doctor,
minus the estimated cost of the average number
of errors per patient.

! MR in the ED would reduce error occurrence,
estimated at a value of £148.50 per patient1.
Whilst the highly specialist pharmacist has a
greater associated cost than a FY2, improved
precision and error reduction would provide a net
saving of £582 per hour. Early MR would allow
better-informed consultant decisions early in
admission, improving patient flow and turnaround
time. This supports the recommendation to
appoint a highly specialist pharmacist within
the ED.
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